GENUINE CLASSIC
LEATHER QUALITY
HVL Exclusive Italian Interiors guarantees the absolute highest quality upholstery for your Classic
Ferrari. (1) HVL is proud to help its customers achieve the most prestigious international awards and
show their cars at the best worldwide podiums - such as the 365GT4 prototype at the Maranello Ferrari Museum was. HVL Class Leather® guarantees an absolute match to original official classic car
leather, correctly selected for each historic period, taking into account the science of all variations
of leather innovation and developments made to the original leather styles over the years.
Ingredients of our success: maximum interest,
extremely intensive and detailed Ferrari interior
research in cooperation with Ferrari historic and
old official Ferrari designers, superb upholstery
craftsmanship and the use of period correct
products and techniques. HVL’s classic Ferrari
upholstery expertise and know-how of period
correct leathers and fabrics/carpets combinations is based exclusively on the original Ferrari
archives. (2)
HVL Class Leather® and our other products
results from our privileged access to a vast range
of unique historical samples and original manufacturer records. HVL has sole and exclusive
access to the entire original old Connolly archive
and materials - acquired from Connolly Bros (Curriers) Ltd & Connolly leather limited upon liquidation. This comprehensive and important archive
is a ‘hands on’ resource to HVL and comprises
the only genuine official Connolly leather factory
documented archives. (3)
Our historic samples retain discrete secrets that
allows HVL to precisely match and reproduce the
look, feel and other characteristics – including
the aroma (4) - of the original Classic Leather
materials. These facilities allow us to determine
the exact ingredients, the tannin procedures,
adhesive, paint formulas, finish, thickness of
hides, differences in leather styles and understand the remarkable changes over time of specific leathers and product codes. This unique
historical resource is carefully analyzed and
chronicled by “HVL Exclusive Italian Interiors” to
create “HVL Class Leather®” to exact yesteryear
specifications.
The vast stock of complete and original genuine
Connolly hides (5), together with 6500 old original
Connolly leather samples (6) and a further 2000
samples of classic Franzi, Arbo Tan, Roser and
classic Bridge of Weir leather – all used to make

classic Ferrari upholstery – provides HVL with the
ability to undertake detailed and unique research
per time period of production and to recognize
and understand the extreme changes made to
the look, feel and character of the leather at different periods (Vaumol style 8 x), from the 40-ties
until 2002 is used by HVL as classic reference.
In addition to the old Connolly samples and all
time period Vaumol variations, HVL archives also
include Autolux, Autocalf, Balmoral, Chatsworth,
1st Classic, 2nd Classic, Darley, FG/PAC, Luxor,
MC, Medici/RW, Luxor, Nuella, Tudor, Vaumol (in
7 variations), Vaumol D, Wandle, Wentworth and
Windsor. We also have the factory pictures from
the 1950s that were officially used in historic
Connolly company promotion maps, old factory
books, official old bronze factory stamps and
many other relics completes the “HVL” Connolly
collection.
HVL Class Leather® is not manufactured like contemporary leather using modern processes but
instead utilizes old production techniques originally used by Connolly, classic Franzi, Arbo Tan
and Roser- style, Oldtimer leather.
Tests on HVL Class Leather® are made to the
correct color in endless variations. Our leather
undergoes fastidious inspection and must meet
all expectations to time periodic classic Leather,
by individual order. (7)
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The lengths we go to and the processes we follow all take time. Our customers tell us that it is
“worth the wait…” After all, they are guaranteed
to receive absolutely period correct classic car
leather.
HVL is proud of the accolades and world class
recognition of HVL Class Leather® as testament
to the quality and unparalleled authenticity of
classic car leathers of the old days.

For more info please visit www.hvlclassleathers.com
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